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Dahle North America, Inc. is a customer oriented company committed to providing the highest 
quality products and services to meet the needs of our customers.
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When cutting problems arise, Dahle offers Cutting Solutions. From self-sharpening cutting blades to self-feeding pencil 
sharpeners, Dahle designs innovative products that take the industry by storm. We offer a complete line of personal and 
commercial grade products that exceed even the most serious demands for precision, quality, and innovation.

WHy DaHLe?

®
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Whether you are interested in trimming a single sheet of paper or a stack of 
700, Dahle paper cutters will give you the results you desire. Dahle blades have 
a self-sharpening, precision graduated edge that gives you the ability to shave 
the tiniest sliver from the edge of your paper. Results of this caliber are made 
possible from 80 years of cutting and sharpening experience.

PreCiSion

Engineered and developed in Germany, our products are factory tested before 
release and designed to meet the strictest safety standards for both personal and 
commercial grade products. In purchasing a Dahle product, you will have peace of 
mind knowing this precision item will provide many years of trouble free operation.

QuaLiTy

Dahle is an industry leader among cutting tools and sharpening products. 
Whether we're developing new items or improving our existing line, Dahle con-
tinues to lead the industry in safety features, design, and operation. Rotary safety 
shields, self-feeding pencil sharpeners, and mat cutting rolling trimmers are a few 
of the features that give our products the edge over the competition. 

innovaTion
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Rolling Trimmers are the new generation of paper cutters. Designed for safety and accuracy, the cutting blades are encased in 
a plastic housing that virtually eliminates the chance of personal injury. The rotary action of these trimmers allow the blade 
to cut in either direction and sharpen itself as it cuts. It’s this self-sharpening action that produces a clean burr-free cut and 
guarantees many years of precision trimming. Dahle Rolling Trimmers are available in the following three lines:

roLLinG TriMMerS

Personal series
Dahle’s Personal Rolling Trimmers are lightweight 
and portable so they can be conveniently taken any-
where. These trimmers are equipped with a ground 
self-sharpening blade that cuts in either direction and 
an automatic paper clamp to hold your work securely 
in place. With a cutting capacity of up to 7 sheets of 
paper at a time, these trimmers are perfect for cutting 
paper and trimming photographs. Dahle Personal 
Rolling Trimmers are available in 12" and 18" cutting 
lengths and are a popular choice among photogra-
phers, craft enthusiasts and office professionals.

Professional Series
Dahle’s Professional Rolling Trimmers are designed 
for heavy duty applications where precision is es-
sential. These trimmers are equipped with a ground 
self-sharpening blade that cuts in either direction. 
Most models in this series have a cutting capacity of 
up to 20 sheets of paper at a time and are perfect for 
cutting paper, trimming photographs, and large for-
mat trimming. These trimmers can be wall mounted 
and the two larger sizes have optional floor stands. 
Dahle Professional Rolling Trimmers are available in 
14", 20", 28", 37" and 51" cutting lengths and are 
a popular choice among professional photographers, 
print shops and graphic design agencies.

Premium Series
Dahle’s Premium Rolling Trimmers are designed for 
heavy duty applications. Whether you are cutting 
matboard or a single sheet of paper, you can expect 
to receive the same burr free cut each and every time. 
This cutting capacity is made possible by a thick 
walled square aluminum guide rod which provides 
maximum strength with minimal side movement of 
the cutting head. Floor stands are available for the 
two larger sizes or the trimmers can be placed on a 
table or mounted on the wall. Dahle Premium Roll-
ing Trimmers are available in 14", 20", 26", 36" and 
51" cutting lengths and are a popular choice among 
professional photographers, picture framers, and 
print and copy shops.

®
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PerSonaL SerieS
Cuts up to 7 sheets of paper at a time Imprinted guides for straight and angle cuts

Self-sharpening blade cuts in both directions Sturdy metal base with non-slip rubber feet

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
stainless steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Lightweight and portable - these trimmers 
can be taken anywhere 

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely Preferred choice among photographers, 
office professionals, and craft enthusiasts German engineered for precision & accuracy

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions Floor Stand
440 14 1/8" 30 Sheets 22" x 15 1/8" -na-
442 20 1/8" 30 Sheets 28" x 15 1/8" -na-
444 26 3/8" 25 Sheets 34 1/4" x 15 1/8" -na-
446 36 1/4" 22 Sheets 44 1/8" x 15 1/8" Item 796
448 51 1/8" 20 Sheets 59" x 15 1/8" Item 798

PreMiuM SerieS
Cuts up to 30 sheets of paper at a time (440-444) Imprinted guides for straight and angle cuts

Self-sharpening blade cuts in both direction Sturdy metal base with non-slip rubber feet

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Heavy duty - These durable trimmers are 
designed for daily commercial use

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely Preferred choice among pro photographers, 
picture framers, and print & copy shopsGerman engineered for precision & accuracy

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
507 12 1/2" 7 Sheets 17" x 8 1/4"
508 18" 7 Sheets 22 1/2" x 8 1/4"

ProFeSSionaL SerieS
Cuts up to 20 sheets of paper at a time (550-554) Imprinted guides for straight and angle cuts

Self-sharpening blade cuts in both direction Sturdy metal base with non-slip rubber feet

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Heavy duty - These durable trimmers are 
designed for daily commercial use

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely Preferred choice among pro photographers, 
print shops, and graphic designersGerman engineered for precision & accuracy

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions Floor Stand
550 14 1/8" 20 Sheets 21 3/4" x 14 1/8" -na-
552 20 1/8" 20 Sheets 27 3/4" x 14 1/8" -na-
554 28 1/4" 20 Sheets 36" x 14 1/8" -na-
556 37 1/2" 14 Sheets 45 1/2" x 14 1/8" Item 696
558 51" 12 Sheets 58 1/2" x 14 1/8" Item 698

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions Floor Stand
556 S 37 1/2" 14 Sheets 45 1/2" x 14 1/8" Item 696
558 S 51" 12 Sheets 58 1/2" x 14 1/8" Item 698
446 S 36 1/4" 22 Sheets 44 1/8" x 15 1/8" Item 796
448 S 51 1/8" 20 Sheets 59" x 15 1/8" Item 798

LarGe ForMaT SerieS
Self-sharpening blade cuts in both direction Built in paper catch to hold waste

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Includes stand for optimal cutting height 
and to maximize floor space

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely Sturdy metal base with non-slip rubber feet

German engineered for precision & accuracy Imprinted guides for straight and angle cuts

Heavy duty - These durable trimmers are 
designed for daily commercial use

Preferred choice among pro photographers, 
picture framers, and print & copy shops

Self
Sharpening

Auto Clamp
System

Lifetime
Warranty

Up to 7
sheets at a time

7
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Up to 30
sheets at a time

Self
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Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty
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Up to 30
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Because of their safety features and precision trimming capabilities, Dahle Guillotines are the preferred choice among school dis-
tricts, professional photographers, and graphic designers. These “lever style” cutters make easy work of cutting 15+ sheets of paper at 
a time and include either a finger guard or rotating safety shield to prevent injury. Most Dahle Guillotines feature a self-sharpening 
blade that automatically maintains a perfectly honed edge and will not fly up or drop down unexpectedly.

GuiLLoTineS

vantage® Trimmers
Dahle Vantage® Trimmers are lightweight and por-
table so they can conveniently be taken anywhere. 
Their metal base and automatic paper clamp prevents 
the paper from shifting and provides a clean edged 
cut without fanning. These trimmers have a cutting 
capacity of up to 15 sheets of paper at a time, and 
are perfect for cutting paper and trimming photo-
graphs. Dahle Vantage® Trimmers are available in 
12", 15"and 18" cutting lengths and are a popular 
choice among photographers, craft enthusiasts, and 
office professionals.

Professional Series
Dahle’s Professional Guillotines are designed for 

heavier applications and are equipped with a ground, 
self-sharpening blade. With a cutting capacity of up 
to 15 sheets of paper at a time, they are perfect for 
cutting paper, card stock and illustration paper. Dahle 
Professional Guillotines are available in 12", 18" and 
24" cutting lengths and are a popular choice among 
professional photographers, print shops and graphic 
design agencies.

Premium Series
Dahle’s Premium Guillotines are designed for heavy 
duty applications where precision and safety are es-
sential. These cutters feature a massive ground blade 
that is protected by a rotating safety shield. This inno-
vative shield automatically covers the blade through-

out the entire cutting process and prevents hands 
from being in the wrong place. These trimmers will 
cut matboard and up to 35 sheets of paper with ease 
and precision. Dahle Premium Guillotines are avail-
able in 14", 15", 21" and 27" cutting lengths and are 
a popular choice among picture framers, print shop 
and copy centers.

Premium Guillotine With Laser
This Premium Guillotine has an illuminated laser 
guide to show exactly where the cut will be made. 
It’s ability to cut up to 40 sheets of paper at a time is 
made possible by a state of the art ratcheting paper 
clamp that securely holds the paper in place and pre-
vents it from fanning.

®
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ProFeSSionaL SerieS
Cuts up to 15 sheets of paper at a time (533-534) Safe - Blade will not fly up or drop down

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Ergonomically contoured handle reduces 
fatigue from repetitive cutting (533-534)

Manual paper clamp doubles as a safety 
guard to protects fingers

Sturdy metal base with non-slip rubber feet 
(Item 124 uses wood base)

Versatile - Paper guide can be mounted on 
either side of the base (533-534)

vanTaGe® SerieS
Cuts up to 15 sheets of paper at a time Safe - Blade will not drop unexpectedly

Spring action metal blade will not fall down Sturdy metal base with imprinted ¹⁄2" grid

Automatic paper clamp holds work securely 
as the blade moves down 

Ergonomically contoured handle reduces 
fatigue from repetitive cutting

Locking paper guide ensures a 90° cut Non-skid rubber feet prevents slipping

Blade will secure in the down position

PreMiuM SerieS
Cuts up to 35 sheets of paper at a time Safe - Blade will not fly up or drop down

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Versatile - Perfect for cutting mat board & 
thicker stacks of paper

Rotating safety guard automatically covers 
blade throughout the entire cutting process

Ergonomically contoured handle reduces 
fatigue from repetitive cutting

Automatic paper clamp will lock the mate-
rial in place as the blade moves down

Sturdy wooden base with imprinted grid-
lines and integrated carrying handle

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
12E 12" 15 Sheets 14 3⁄4" x 10 3⁄4"
15E 15" 15 Sheets 17 3⁄4" x 12 ¹⁄2"
18E 18" 15 Sheets 21" x 15 3⁄4"

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
533 12" 15 Sheets 16 ¹⁄2" x 11"
534 18" 15 Sheets 21 ¹⁄2" x 11"
124 24" 10 Sheets 27 1⁄2" x 24 3⁄4"

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
564 14 ¹⁄2" 40 Sheets 17 ¹⁄4" x 10 ¹⁄2"

PreMiuM GuiLLoTine
WiTH LaSer GuiDe
Cuts up to 40 sheets of paper at a time Safe - Blade will not fly up or drop down

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Versatile - Perfect for cutting mat board & 
thicker stacks of paper

Laser guided line will show exactly where the 
cut will be for extreme accuracy

Channeled paper guide to ensure a perfectly 
square cut

Rotating safety guard automatically covers 
blade throughout the entire cutting process

Ergonomically contoured handle reduces 
fatigue from repetitive cutting

Ratcheting paper clamp will lock the mate-
rial in place until it is manually released 

Sturdy wooden base with imprinted grid-
lines and integrated carrying handle

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
561 14 1/2" 35 Sheets 17 ¹⁄4" x 10 ¹⁄2"
565 15 ¹⁄2" 35 Sheets 18 3⁄4" x 14"
567 21 ¹⁄2" 35 Sheets 23 ¹⁄2" x 14 ¹⁄4"
569 27 ¹⁄2" 35 Sheets 29 ¹⁄2" x 21 ¹⁄2"

Auto Clamp
System

1 Year
Warranty

Up to 15
sheets at a time

15
up to

Up to 35
sheets at a time

Self
Sharpening

Auto Clamp
System

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

35
up to

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

Self
Sharpening

Up to 15
sheets at a time

15
up to

Up to 40
sheets at a time

Self
Sharpening

Laser Guided 
Accuracy

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

40
up to

German 
Engineered

German 
Engineered

German 
Engineered
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Not all projects can be cut on standard size trimmers. Designed for larger applications, these cutters are designed to cut larger 
amounts of paper with your safety in mind. Each cutter has built in features that will make your cutting task a safe and plea-
surable experience. Dahle Large Format Cutters are engineered in Germany and can be found in art departments, custom 
frame shops, and print & copy centers.

LarGe ForMaT CuTTerS

L.F. Guillotines - Pro Series
Designed for large format applications, these cut-
ters are table mounted and feature a massive ground,  
self-sharpening blade that is protected by a metal fan 
guard. A manual paper clamp and lockable T-square 
guide ensures a precise cut. The Pro Series L.F. Guil-
lotines are available in 30", 36" and 42" cutting 
lengths and make easy cutting of matboard, foamcore 
and up to 40 sheets of paper at a time. 

L.F. Guillotines - Premium Series
Unlike the Pro Series L.F. Guillotines, these trimmers 
sit on top of a permanent metal stand and are lock-
able, to secure the blade and prevent unauthorized 
use. A ground, self-sharpening blade makes cutting 
matboard, foamcore and up to 30 sheets of paper 

easy. An acrylic safety shield separates your hands 
from the cutting edge to prevent the chance of an in-
jury.  A fold up, cut-off shelf provides a place for your 
waste. Available in 32" and 43" cutting lengths.

Stack Cutters - Pro Series
Dahle Stack Cutters are manually operated but make 
easy work of cutting up to 700 sheets of paper at a 
time. Acrylic safety shields can be found on either 
side of the blade and will not allow the blade to move 
while they are in the up position. Once the safety 
shield is in place, you have the ability to cut cleanly 
though 200, 500 or 700 sheets of paper with very 
little effort. This clean burr free cut through such 
a large stack of paper is made possible by a ground 
Solingen steel blade and a paper clamp that places 

even pressure across the entire cutting surface. A self-
locking, spindle driven backstop allows for minimal 
adjustments to your measurements. These cutters can 
be mounted on any secure table surface or on the op-
tional floor stands. 

Stack Cutters - Premium Series
With all of the features of the Pro Series, the Premium 
Series also includes an ergonomically correct cutting 
handle, laser guided accuracy, and the exclusive Au-
tomatic Cutting System. This revolutionary system  
provides a one step operation that automatically 
clamps and cuts through the material with a single 
downward movement of the cutting handle. This is a 
tremendous time saver when cutting multiple stacks. 
Available in 200 and 700 sheet cutting capacities. 

®
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L.F. GuiLLoTineS -Pro SerieS
Cuts up to 40 sheets of paper at a time Safe - Blade will not fly up or drop down

Ground, self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel provides a clean, burr free cut

Versatile - Perfect for cutting mat board & 
thicker stacks of paper

Metal safety guard separates hand from blade Locking metal paper guide ensures a 90° cut

Manual clamp secures work in place and 
provides even pressure to prevent shifting

Durable laminated wood base with imprint-
ed guides for easy alignment

Blade is lockable to prevent injury

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions Floor Stand
842 16 7/8" 200 Sheets 28" x 23 ¹⁄4" 712
846 16 7/8" 500 Sheets 30" x 25 ¹⁄2" 712
848 18 5/8" 700 Sheets 27 ¹⁄2" x 32" 718

STaCk CuTTerS-Pro SerieS
200 / 500 / 700 sheet cutting capacity Cuts large stacks of paper cleanly and evenly

Ground Solingen steel blade provides a 
clean, burr free cut

Spindle driven, self-locking backstop allows for 
minimal adjustments before cutting (846-848)

Built in safety covers prevent movement of 
the blade until they are down

Optional floor stand ensures proper cutting 
height and provides additional storage space

Manual clamp secures work in place and 
provides even pressure to prevent shifting

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
130 30" 40 Sheets 34 1⁄2" x 24"
136 36" 40 Sheets 40 1⁄2" x 34"
142 42" 40 Sheets 46 ¹⁄2" x 34"

L.F. GuiLLoTineS-PreMiuM
Cuts up to 30 sheets of paper at a time Safe - Blade will not fly up or drop down

Ground self-sharpening blade made of 
Solingen steel is lockable to prevent injury

Versatile - Perfect for cutting mat board & 
thicker stacks of paper

Acrylic safety shield separates hand from blade Optional laser guide(#797) for added accuracy

Manual foot clamp holds work securely in 
place and prevents shifting

Lift up "cut off" table squares and supports 
work on both sides of the blade

Ergonomically contoured handle reduces 
fatigue from repetitive cutting

Integrated floor stand ensures proper cutting 
height and provides additional storage space

Channeled paper guide ensures a 90° cut Shown with optional narrow strip cutting guide

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions Laser Guide
580 32" 30 Sheets 36" x 33 ¹⁄2" Item 797
585 43" 30 Sheets 53" x 41" Item 797

Item Cut Length Capacity Table Size Weight Floor Stand
852 17 1/8" 200 Sheets 35 ³/4" x 24 ³/4" 92 lbs 752
858 18 5/8" 700 Sheets 47 ¹/2" x 31 ¹/2" 186 lbs 758

STaCk CuTTerS-PreMiuM
200 / 700 sheet cutting capacity Cuts large stacks of paper cleanly and evenly

Ground Solingen steel blade provides a 
clean, burr free cut

Spindle driven, self-locking backstop allows 
for minimal adjustments before cutting (858)

Built in safety covers on both sides of the 
blade prevent accidental injury

Ergonomically correct handle reduces fatigue 
and provides optimal leverage for cutting

Automatic Cutting System holds and cuts 
with the downward movement of the handle

Optional floor stand ensures proper cutting 
height and provides additional storage space

Laser guide ensures accuracy on every cut

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

Up to 40
sheets at a time

Self
Sharpening

40
up to

Auto Clamp 
System

Quality
Assured

Up to 30
sheets at a time

Self
Sharpening

Laser Guide 
Optional

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

30
up to

Lifetime
Warranty

Laser Guided 
Accuracy

Up to 700
sheets at a time

700
up to

Lifetime
Warranty

Quality
Assured

Up to 700
sheets at a time

700
up to

German 
Engineered

German 
Engineered

German 
EngineeredGerman 

Engineered
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Dahle scissors and shears are designed to accommodate the needs and comfort of both personal and professional users. Our 
handles are form fitting to gently fit around your fingers and reduce fatigue during extended use. With a wide range of sizes 
and cutting capabilities, Dahle scissors and shears are guaranteed to produce a clean cut each and every time. 

SCiSSorS anD SHearS

vantage® Scissors
These value priced scissors have handles made of a 
durable plastic and are contoured to fit comfortably 
around your fingers. The blades are made of ground 
stainless steel and cut cleanly through multiple sheets 
of paper. Available in 5", 6" and 8" sizes, they are per-
fect for school, the office, and to keep in every room 
of the house. 

vantage® Comfort Grip Shears
Sore tired fingers are a thing of the past with our line 
of Comfort Grip Shears. These ergonomically correct 
shears provide a soothing surface for your fingers and 
allow for continued comfort for as long as you cut. 

The screw fastened blades have a double ground edge 
which allows the user to cut through thicker material 
and cut all the way to the tip for fine trimming. Com-
fort Grip Shears can cut easily through paper, fabric 
and cardstock and are available in 5" 6" and 8" sizes.

Professional Scissors
These professional grade scissors are machine ground 
from Solingen steel and hardened to 56 Rockwell. 
This is the optimal hardness for maintaining a sharp 
edge. Screw fastened blades can be easily tightened to 
your personal preference. Available in 4", 6", 8" and 
10” sizes, this professional line of German engineered 
scissors is perfect for years of continual daily usage. 

Super Shears
These professional grade shears can handle the tough-
est material as well as the most delicate fabric. Also 
hardened to 56 Rockwell, Dahle Super Shears offer 
double ground Solingen steel cutting blades that cut 
all the way to the tip for fine trimming. Super Shears  
are German engineered and available in 4"-10" sizes. 
This line also features an 8" All-Around Shear that 
has an aggressive micro-toothed cutting edge that can 
be used while cooking, camping, or anywhere an ag-
gressive shear is needed!

®
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SuPer SHearS
Machine ground blades are hand finished 
and hardened to 56 Rockwell

Handles are made of tough ABS plastic and 
are virtually unbreakable

Solingen steel blades are rust resistant Screw fastened blades for easy tightening 

Double ground blades for precision trim-
ming of thicker material

Aggressive micro-toothed blade can be used 
for cooking, camping, and more (Item 50038) 

vanTaGe® 
CoMForT-GriP SHearS
Handle surface has soft coating for comfort-
able gripping

Double ground blades offer precision trim-
ming of thicker material

Ergonomically correct & reduce fatigue Screw fastened blades for easy tightening

Stainless steel blades are machine ground 
and rust resistant

Great for home, office and craft use

ProFeSSionaL SCiSSorS
Machine ground blades are hand finished 
and hardened to 56 Rockwell

Handles are made of tough ABS plastic and 
are virtually unbreakable

Solingen steel blades are rust resistant Great for precision cutting of paper

Screw fastened blades for easy tightening 

4" 5" 6" 7" 8" 9" 10"8"4" 6" 8" 10"

vanTaGe® SCiSSorS
Value priced line of quality paper scissors Handles are molded for comfortable fit 

Stainless steel blades are machine ground 
and rust resistant

Great for home, office and craft use

Handles made of tough plastic

90 Day
Warranty

90 Day
Warranty

Screw 
Fastened

Double Ground 
Blade

90 Day
Warranty

Quality
Assured

German 
Engineered

Screw 
Fastened

Lifetime
Warranty

Quality
Assured

German 
Engineered

Screw 
Fastened

Double Ground 
Blade

6" 6"8"5" 5" 8"
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When creativity strikes your pencil needs to be ready! With many shapes and sizes to choose from, Dahle offers several solu-
tions to insure that you’re never scrambling to sharpen your creative instrument. These professional sharpeners will sharpen 
graphite pencils as well as standard and oversize colored wax pencils. Dahle offers three lines of sharpeners that include hand 
held models, lead pointers, and rotary sharpeners that feature Dahle’s revolutionary Automatic Cutting System. 

PenCiL SHarPenerS

Hand Held Sharpeners
From our pocket sized wedge sharpeners to our ergo-
nomically correct “Chubby”, these sharpeners feature 
a steel cutting blade that are replaceable. Our canister 
sharpeners have either a single hole for normal pencils 
or offer a double hole for oversized artist pencils. Each 
shavings cup can easily be removed and emptied. Our 
round bottomed “Chubby” sharpener fits comfort-
ably in the palm of you hand and is available with a 
blue, red or yellow top. These sharpeners are fun to 
use and are a great item for younger artists. 

rotary Sharpeners
It’s all about control with Dahle’s rotary pencil sharp-
eners. With the twist of a dial you can set the degree 
of sharpness for your pencil. Whether you need a fine 
tip or a blunt edged point, Dahle’s Automatic Cut-
ting System sharpens to your personal preference then 
spins freely to prevent over sharpening. These sharp-
eners not only give you the optimal results you desire 
but they also save lead. Our rotary sharpeners can 
easily be cleaned to remove any waxy buildup. Dahle 
Rotary Sharpeners accommodate standard graphite 
and oversized artist pencils. A mounting clamp is in-
cluded but not necessary for portable sharpening.

Lead Pointers
Designed to be used on 2mm drafting leads, these 
sharpeners gently shave the outer edge of the leads 
and provide a perfectly contoured edge. Each unit 
features integrated steel milled blades that the pencil 
rotates around and spins freely once fully sharpened. 
Dahle Lead Pointers are hand held devices and in-
clude a cleaning plug to remove excess lead shavings.

®
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HanD HeLD SHarPenerS
Screw fastened metal blades are replaceable Lightweight and portable to take anywhere

High quality plastic body catches shavings to 
reduce mess (excludes 53459, 53485)

Moulded to fit comfortably in the palm of 
your hand (53460)

Double opening accepts oversized artist 
pencils (53485, 53465)

53485

53459

53461 53463 53465 53460

roTary SHarPenerS
Automatic Cutting System sharpens lead 
evenly and prevents over sharpening 

Easy to clean blades are perfect for use with 
graphite and colored pencils

Precision cutting blades made of Solingen steel German engineered (155/166)

Accepts oversized artist pencils Steel sharpening blades are replaceable (155/166)

Point adjuster for sharp or blunt tip Easy to clean transparent shavings cup

133 Personal 155 Professional 166 Premium

53484 301

LeaD PoinTerS
Rotary lead pointer for use on 2mm leads

Lightweight and portable to take anywhere

High quality plastic body catches lead shavings 
to reduce mess

Automatic cutting stop mechanism (301)

Feature two measuring devices for writing or 
precision drawing points (301)

Ideal for drafting or sketching kits

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

German 
Engineered

German 
Engineered

German 
Engineered
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Enhancing your creativity is what Dahle’s Craft and Hobby Tools are all about. To trim and crop photographs, Dahle of-
fers two lightweight and portable Craft Trimmers. For heavier duty applications, our 12" Personal Rolling Trimmer is self-
sharpening and includes additional cutting heads for decorative edge designs. To protect your work surface, the Vantage® 
Self-Healing Cutting Mats are constructed of 5 layers of PVC plastics that allows cuts to just disappear.

CraFT & Hobby

Trim ruler and Card Maker
Dahle's Trim Ruler includes a 13" free floating ruler 
with cutting rail, three interchangeable cutting heads 
(straight, wavy, and perf ), and a self healing cutting 
mat. Dahle's Card Maker includes a 13" free floating 
ruler with cutting rail, three interchangeable cutting 
heads (straight, deckle, and scoring), and a self heal-
ing cutting mat.

These trimmers are safe, easy to use, and portable for 
just about any application. They can be used on any 
size cutting mat and are extremely versatile for larger 
trimming applications. They're perfect for cropping 
photographs, creating scrapbooks and making hand-
made greeting cards. Additional cutting heads can be 
purchased to increase your design capabilities.

Personal Trimmer kit
Creating decorative edge designs are easy with Dah-
le’s Personal Trimmer kit. This kit contains a Dahle 
Personal Rolling Trimmer model 507 as well as three 
decorative cutting heads. This complete package will 
allow you to trim paper, photographs, and card stock 
with either a straight, wavy, deckle edge or insert a 
perforated line to be torn later. Changing the cutting 
heads are safe and easy without ever having to touch 
a sharp surface.

The Personal Trimmer Kit is durable, lightweight and 
portable enough to take anywhere. This is the perfect 
tool for creating old time photos, invitations, or just 
showing your creativity!

vantage® Self Healing Mats
Protecting your cutting surface is the function of a 
cutting mat, but there’s a lot more to Dahle’s Van-
tage® Self-Healing Mats. These mats are self-healing 
and constructed using 5 layers of PVC plastics. It’s 
this specialized formation of plastic that allows cuts 
to just disappear— which greatly prolongs the life of 
the mat. 

Each Vantage® mat contains inch and metric mea-
surements on the top surface as well as 1⁄2" gridlines, 
making these mats the perfect work surface for cut-
ting, drawing and sewing. They can be used on both 
sides and are available in blue, black, and the indus-
try’s only crystal clear which is virtually transparent.

®
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CraFT TriMMerS
Lightweight and portable to take anywhere

13" Cutting length

Circular blade enclosed in a plastic housing

Includes three cutting heads, a straight edge 
ruler, and a self healing cutting mat

Free floating ruler allows for endless creative 
possibilities and the ability to cut larger sizes

Size Item ⁄ Color Item ⁄ Color Item ⁄ Color
9" x 12" 10670 ⁄ Black 10690 ⁄ Blue 10680 ⁄ Crystal Clear

12" x 18" 10671 ⁄ Black 10691 ⁄ Blue 10681 ⁄ Crystal Clear
18" x 24" 10672 ⁄ Black 10692 ⁄ Blue 10682 ⁄ Crystal Clear
24" x 36" 10673 ⁄ Black 10693 ⁄ Blue 10683 ⁄ Crystal Clear
36" x 48" 10674 ⁄ Black 10694 ⁄ Blue -NA-

vanTaGe® CuTTinG MaTS
Self-healing materials allow for max durability

1/8" (3mm) Thickness protects work surfaces 
from being damaged 

5 layer construction provides maximum 
healing capabilities

Material protects work surface and blade 
from becoming dull 

Pre-printed ¹⁄2" grid for easy sizing of paper

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
360 13" 3 Sheets 15" x 4"
370 13" 3 Sheets 15" x 4"

PerSonaL TriMMer kiT
Self-sharpening cutting blade cuts in both 
directions

Blade is made of ground steel and encased in 
a plastic housing for safety 

Automatic see through paper clamp

Metal base with imprinted guides

Includes straight, wavy, deckle and perfora-
tion cutting heads

Item Cut Length Capacity Dimensions
507K 12 ¹⁄2" 7 Sheets 17" x 8 ¹⁄4"

Item Description For Item
361 Straight Cutting Head 360 ⁄ 370
362 Perforation Cutting Head 360 ⁄ 370
363 Wavy Cutting Head 360 ⁄ 370
364 Deckle Cutting Head 360 ⁄ 370
365 Scoring Cutting Head 360 ⁄ 370
960 Decorative Cutting Head Set 507 ⁄ 507K
961 Perforation Cutting Head 507 ⁄ 507K
962 Wavy Cutting Head 507 ⁄ 507K
963 Deckle Cutting Head 507 ⁄ 507K

DeCoraTive CuTTinG HeaDS

StraightWavyDeckle Perf

10680

10690

10670

90 Day
Warranty

Up to 40
sheets at a time

Self
Sharpening

Auto Clamp
System

Quality
Assured

90 Day
Warranty

7
up to

Lifetime
Warranty

German 
Engineered

90 Day
Warranty

Up to 3
sheets at a time

3
up to

5 Layer PVC 
Construction

5Layers

Straight

Straight

PerfWavy

Deckle Scoring

360 Trim Ruler

370 Card Maker
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Dahle Office Products can be found in the offices of profes-
sionals throughout the world, and our folders are no excep-
tion. Whether you're preparing a mailing, or sending out 
monthly invoices, Dahle’s letter folders will help you get the 
job done faster and with minimal effort.

LeTTer FoLDerS

Dahle's 10560 letter folder produces 
a high speed folding action and is 
designed to improve efficiency and 
performance at work. It features a 50 
sheet paper tray to place your docu-
ments for folding. Just fill the tray 
and walk away. The machine will au-
tomatically fold your paper to one of 
four common fold styles. For folding 
up to three sheets of paper together, 
the documents must be placed in a 
separate top loading bin. A metal 
stand with rubber feet securely el-

evates the machine to allow the fin-
ished folded documents to fall into 
the paper catch. This space saving 
design fits nicely on any desk or table 
top area.

So the next opportunity you have to 
mail invoices, send out a survey, or mail 
a business letter, a Dahle letter folder 
will save you time and increase your 
productivity - allowing you to focus 
your efforts on more important issues.

LeTTer FoLDer
Compact and lightweight design - fits neatly 
on any desk or table top surface

Quiet operation will not disturb normal 
office functions

50 sheet paper tray - Just fill and walk away Saves time and improves productivity

Folds in four popular folding styles Will fold stapled sheets of paper

Folds up to 3 sheets of paper at a time Includes desk stand and metal paper catch

Model Weight Dimensions Paper Bond Paper Format
10560 21 lbs 16" x 12" x 22" 16 - 20 A4 - Legal Size

90 Day 
Warranty

Up to 3
sheets at a time

3
up to

Folds in Four Popular Styles

®
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Our commitment to our products continues long after your origi-
nal purchase. Dahle has an extensive worldwide dealer network 
that’s equipped to handle all of your pre or post purchase ques-
tions. Our team of professionals will take care of your problem or 
put you in touch with one of our representatives that can. If you’re 
not sure who to contact about an issue, then call us at (800) 243-
8145 or visit our website at www.dahle.com. 

CuSToMer reLaTionS

We take great pride in the quality of our products. They are 
designed to last a lifetime, however you may encounter an issue 
where you need technical assistance. Dahle’s proud to offer free 
technical support over the phone if ever you should need it. For 
assistance, contact (800) 243-8145 ext. 3048.

TeCHniCaL SuPPorT

Dahle North America, Inc. offers a lifetime warranty (on most 
products) against defects in manufacturing, materials, and assem-
bly (excludes cutting blades and clamp). This warranty applies to 
the original owner only. It does not cover damage caused by abuse, 
misuse, or unauthorized repair. For warranty service, please call 
Dahle Customer Relations at (800) 243-8145.

WarranTy
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49 Vose Farm Road
Peterborough, NH 03458
t: 800.243.8145
f: 603.924.1616
e: info@dahle.com
w: www.dahle.com 

German Engineered Using The Finest Craftsmanship

North America

®

Authorized Dealer

mailto:info@dahle.com
http://www.dahle.com

